Color Factory 7.0

COLOR FACTORY

Photo enhancement and workflow automation
 Automatic repro and image enhancement
 Quality assurance
 Format conversion, sorting and duplication
 Comprehensive PDF processing
 16-bit image engine
 ODBC database interface
 Automatic metadata processing
 Advanced file routing
 Excellent scalability thanks to multi processor use
 Robust architecture.
 Simple channel management via the management console

FotoWeb user

FotoStation user

Color Factory is
an automated
image and PDF
processing engine
that processes files
in the production
workflow
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“...significant time and cost
savings when processing
image data...”

Color Factory is a high-efficiency server application that
has been specifically designed to process large volumes
of digital images and PDF documents.

Cost reductions through automation
Color Factory automates many routine operations in the production process and ensures
that the production of images for print is
seamless and efficient. The software carries
out workflow tasks, quality control, automatic
format conversion and color management.
Color Factory is a server application that runs
as a system service on Windows 2003 and
2008 servers. The Color Factory server relieves client computers of heavy processing.
For the user, this means significant time and
cost savings when processing image data.

Processing channels/hot folders
Color Factory is based on the concept of
processing channels. Each channel has
an input and an output folder and a set of
processing instructions. When a file is copied
to or placed in a hot folder, it is immediately
detected and processed by Color Factory.
When the processing is finished, the processed file is saved in the output folder. Color
Factory can also use a search result from the
FotoWare Index Manager search engine as a
channel input. The channels can be configured so that files are scheduled to be processed at set intervals or at specified times.

File formats
Color Factory supports virtually all image file
formats and can convert them to formats supported by standard applications. File formats
are automatically detected by Color Factory,
even if the file extension is missing or incorrect. Web-optimized GIF and progressive
JPEG files are supported for web publishing
and most vector formats can be converted
to bitmap or image files.
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SMART

SmartClean™

- Perfect images – automatically

This automated noise reduction filter improves the quality of your digital pictures.
 SmartClean™ filters out both high and low frequency noise
 Achieve better color saturation and contrast with SmartClean™
 SmartClean™ differentiates between shadows, highlights and mid-tones in an image
 Available as an optional module for Color Factory

SmartClean™ is a highly efficient and
flexible tool to reduce noise in digital
images. It is based on state-of-theart technology and was developed in
collaboration with professional photographers. By using SmartClean™
to reduce image noise, especially in
high-ISO images, it is possible to significantly increase image color saturation and contrast. SmartClean™
also optimizes images which have
more noise in the shadow areas than
in the highlights areas.

SmartClean™

Original image

SmartClean™ is available as an optional
module for Color Factory Professional
and Color Factory Enterprise.
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SmartColor™- Perfect colors – automatically
Reduce costs through automation. Save time and increase productivity with SmartColor™,
the new, automatic repro module for Color Factory. SmartColor™ provides the following
optimization functions:
SmartColor™
 Contrast enhancement
 Color enhancement
 Shadow and highlights enhancement
 Natural color enhancement
 Automatic red-eye reduction

Contrast enhancement

Original image

The contrast enhancement feature determines the optimum settings for white- and
black-point level and gamma correction. The
advantage of this technology is that difficult
scenes such as snow, night, portrait, flash,
and other images are detected, enabling optimal correction.

Color enhancement

Natural color enhancement

Color enhancement differentiates between
normal color casts and special cast situations
such as artificial light, portraits with skin tone,
highlights or colored shadow areas, e.g. in
the various shades of green in nature photos.

This enhancement affects key natural colors
that are aesthetically pleasing to the human
eye. These colors are mainly skin, sky and
vegetation. For these colors we define color
points so that unpleasant colors become
closer to more pleasant colors.

Shadows and highlights
enhancement.
This is one of the most important image enhancement steps. The enhancement results
are obvious, especially in the shadow areas
where much more detail will be visible. The
shadows and highlights enhancement also
acts on the highlights which are near saturation. A good example is flash portrait images
shot at night. Here shadows and highlights
enhancement can bring back some skin details in an overexposed face.
SmartColor™ is available as an optional
module for Color Factory Professional and
Color Factory Enterprise.

Automatic red-eye reduction
SmartColorTM will detect which pictures have
been taken using flash and will apply red-eye
reduction selectively using face recognition
technology.

Portions of FotoWare’s product is
created through use of Colour-Science
i2e Image Enhancement Technology.
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Intelligent image enhancement using
Smart™ technology
SmartContrast™ enhances the contrast and
brilliance of images. This feature is especially useful for images from digital cameras
whose sensors react differently to conventional film. SmartContrast™ corrects images
that are too light or too dark so that the contrast is adjusted automatically.
Unlike other programs, it is not necessary to assign set categories to the images.
SmartSharp™ detects details within the
images and improves the sharpness by increasing the contrast at the edges. When
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setting up the function, you are
able to fine-tune the sharpening
preferences.
SmartSharp™ automatically works out the correct
values for the strength
and radius of the
sharpness, taking the
output type and size
of the image file into
consideration.

Color management
Color Factory has a color management
system that provides all the tools you
need to manage color settings through
the use of ICC profiles.
Advanced SmartRender™ technology provides functions that allow you to define
how images should be processed if a
large part of their color information falls
outside the available color spectrum
after conversion from one color space to
another. Color Factory then decides how
the images are to be processed by choosing a suitable rendering process.

Image size

Images can be resized with or without resampling. If resampling is required, it is
carried out to the highest possible quality
standard. There are many resizing alternatives available to accommodate all possible
requirements (resolution, image size, file
size and more). Resizing with fixed proportions is a very useful feature when creating
images for web publishing.
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Automatic text tools
When processing metadata, Color Factory
can import data from various sources. Using
an ODBC interface, specific metadata fields
can be filled with content from SQL databases or Microsoft® Excel tables for example.
Predefined text templates can be applied
automatically, either adding to existing
metadata or replacing it. The ability to extract metadata from images and transfer it
to other applications (e.g. editorial systems)
further enhances Color Factory’s functionality. Character set conversion is available for
most languages and platforms.

File sorting and archiving
Color Factory can automatically sort images
based on several different criteria such as
prefixes, meta-data categories, image size,
quality, color space etc. It can even distribute
files automatically according to the number
of files or megabytes in the destination folder.
This makes Color Factory the perfect tool for
preparing data to be archived, for example on
removable media such as CD or DVD.

Quality control
Color Factory can automatically
detect the quality of the images
through histogram analysis. If
the images are high quality, they
are stored in one folder, while
low-quality images are placed
in another folder so that they
can be processed manually.
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Adding text and logos
Company logos and copyright notices can be
easily integrated in any image. A bitmap file
and corresponding text is added to the physical image data in a preset position.

Printing images
Color Factory supports automatic printing
of the processed images. Individual print
templates can be created to allow the use of
custom logos etc.

Full Adobe PDF support
FotoWare 7.0 server applications have builtin support for the Adobe PDF standard. Thus
they can take advantage of this functionality
to create high-quality thumbnails and previews and to make page content searchable.
FotoStation and FotoWeb previews also let
you leaf through multipage documents.
Color Factory utilizes the PDF engine for onthe-page image processing, for instance to
prepare a document for CMYK print. It can
also extract images and their metadata from
PDF’s and process them separately.
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Convenient system administration
FotoWare applications are configurable through a web-interface which makes it easy for
an administrator to connect to the server from anywhere in the network and make the
necessary adjustments.

FotoWare Operations Center
FotoWare Operations Center is a common
entry point for an overview of all installed
server applications that allow system operators to monitor the FotoWare servers and
start, stop or restart services as required.
One click away from the Operations Center,
and only accessible by the system administrator, are the server configuration sites
where each FotoWare server is configured.
This approach to server maintenance and
configuration gives only server administrators access to change the workflow setup,
while users in the operators group have
access to perform maintenance tasks.
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Access to a FotoWare system can be
controlled with Active Directory services. Hence, your existing network
users and groups can likely be
used as the basis for controlling access to archives, workflow destinations and not
least, server configuration.

Color Factory
Small Office
Architecture:

Multi Processing Channels
		
16 Bits processing
		
Channel Priority
File support:
Image support
		
Adobe PSD layer support
		
Adobe PDF support
		
Vector graphics and special format supp.
		
Movie suport
		
16 Bits output file formats
		
Text and Autorouting for Unknown file types
		
JPEG Virus scan
Color Processing: SmartColor
CMYK Support
		
Lino CMS Engine (Windows 2000, XP)
		
Color Management (Non-CMYK level) ICC processing
		
Digital camera ICC support
Image Processing: SmartClean
		
Advanced Unsharp Mask
		
Standard Unsharp Mask
		
Advanced Contrast enhancement
		
Standard Contrast enhancement
Text Processing: ODBC Text merge
Workflow:
Job Request file support
		
Search Criteria support
		
Search Image ID (low res layout support)
Pixel Edit:
Stroke clipping path
Offline:
Creating Offline thumbnails
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FEATURES

Feature Comparison
Color Factory
Professional

Color Factory
Enterprise

NO
YES
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NO
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NO
NO
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YES
YES
OPTIONAL
YES
YES
YES
YES
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YES
YES
YES
YES
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YES
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NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES
YES
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OPTIONAL		
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YES
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YES
OPTIONAL
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* Requires 3rd party software installed (MS Office for Office document support etc)
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Get in touch!
Ask our consultants and sales representatives how to solve
your specific image and document problems and demands!
Get in touch with your nearest FotoWare Certified Partner
for an appointment. FotoWare Partners are found in more
than 40 countries around the world.

Headquarters:
FotoWare Germany GmbH
HAMBURG
Phone: + 49 (0) 40 3508 511
Email: info@fotoware.de
Web: www.fotoware.de

Find your local FotoWare Partner: www.fotoware.com/ContactUs
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